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AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF KENZE ATTRIBUTED TO
IGNAZ SICHELBARTH, (AI QIMENG, 1708-1780), ET AL.
QING DYNASTY, QIANLONG PERIOD, CIRCA 1771
Estimate: 800,000 - 1,200,000 HKD
oil on Korean paper
the bust portrait depicting a Čoros noble in frontal view, dressed in a navy winter
surcoat emblazoned with a rank badge of a leopard indicating a third rank military
officer, the coat trimmed with a brown fur collar and white fur down the centre, his
stoic expression on his tanned face marked by a thick mustache, framed by his
fur-trimmed court hat with a blue sapphire button indicating a third rank, and a
one-eyed peacock feather, his left ear sporting a pendent pearl earring, his neck
draped with a green jade court necklace, all against a bluish-grey background, the
upper right corner inscribed vertically in Chinese with the characters Chuoluosi
sideng taiji Kenze ('The Čoros noble of the fourth rank, Kenze'), and repeated in
Manchu on the upper left corner, the upper left corner of the reverse attached with
a yellow label inscribed Tuerhute xiang di ershiyi ('The twenty-first painting from
the Torgut portrait series')
76.5 by 58.8 cm., 30 by 23 in.
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AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF KENZE
ATTRIBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH. (AI QIMENG. 1708-1780). ET AL.
QlNG DYNASTY. QIANLONG PERIOD. CIRCA 1771
oil on Korean paper
the bust portrait depicting a Coros noble in frontal view, dressed in a navy winter surcoat
emblazoned with a rank badge of a leopard indicating a third rank military officer, the coat
trimmed with a brown f i r collar and white f i r down the centre, his stoic expression on his
tanned face marked by a thick mustache, framed by his fir-trimmed court hat with a blue
sapphire button indicating a third rank, and a one-eyed peacock feather, his left ear sporting
a pendent pearl earring, his neck draped with a green jade court necklace, all against a bluishgrey background, the upper right corner inscribed vertically in Chinese with the characters
Chuoluosisideng taji Kenze ('The Coros noble of the fourth rank, Kenze], and repeated in
Manchu on the upper left corner, the upper left corner of the reverse attached with a yellow
label inscribed Tuerhute xiang di ershiyi ('The twentyfirst painting from the Torgut portrait
series]
76.5 by 58.8 cm., 30 by 23 in.
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The Manchu transliteration:
Coros-i duicijergi taiji Kenze
The English translation:
The Coros noble of the fourth rank. Kenze
In the records of the administration of the returned Torguts Youxu
Tuerhute bu zhong ji (Record of Pacifying the Torguts'), dated im,
Kenze is mentionedas having been appointed taiji of the fourth rank. which
is confirmed by the portrait's captions.
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